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INTERFACE+ TM 
A Development Toolkit 

Responsive Solutions’ INTERFACE+ unlocks the system for custom applications. Many 
customers need flexibility and specific workflows that standard solutions cannot offer. Our system 
was designed to accept web service calls and XML data feeds for custom applications and 
integration. 

INTERFACE+ is a development toolkit that opens the door to integrate with several front or 
backend systems that are available in the marketplace today. You can now target and manage 
large corporate business on a global level and offer customized designs and workflows that give 
you a competitive edge. INTERFACE+ provides the keys to design, create, and offer an ideal 
solution that fits your workflow needs as well as your customer’s. 

Allow your imagination to run wild. You can start saying “yes” to your customers and develop a 
system that will address all of their needs. With Responsive Solutions, you will now be a mission-
critical part of their operation, generating more value added services, profitability and efficiency.   

Features/Benefits 
 Custom Workflows The flexible architecture of our system supports custom workflows. Everything from changing 

the login process to customizing the shipment page can be addressed with our custom 
solutions. We will work with you to analyze your workflow requirements and develop a plan 
that meets your needs.   

 Custom Designs  Many corporate customers need to have a customized look and feel within the storefront to 
meet their branding standards. INTERFACE+ opens the door to change the entire layout 
and navigation of the site to keep your customers satisfied and maintain consistent branding 
throughout the site.  

 MIS/ERP Connectivity Save time and minimize errors by connecting on the front or back-end with MIS/ERP 
systems. A complete end to end workflow will help you create more efficiency for your clients 
and position you to be more competitive in the marketplace.   

 Integration and Enhancements  INTERFACE+ can address many types of integration needs. An example is that Real-Time 
Shipping Quotes was identified as a customer requirement. We integrated our system with 
Fed Ex, DHL, and UPS so all items that are placed into the shopping cart receive real-time 
shipping quotes based on weight and zip code. This custom integration has now become a 
standard feature of our service.  
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